
Deep learning offers automation and reliability for accurate
machine vision inspections
By John Dunlop, founder and chief technology officer

If you want to better understand a subject as complex as deep learning, simply hold your
mobile phone.

In that action, you are doing the two things that machines have never been able to master.
Through learned experience, you know what is or isn’t a phone, and you can tell by touch
that the screen isn’t damaged and where the edges are.

In deep learning terms, these two processes - known as surface inspection and
categorisation - have always been beyond the capabilities of your typical automated factory.
In short, ‘reading things’ and ‘sorting things’ - two things that humans have always done well
and machines less so.

But recently this technology has moved out of the lab and on to the factory floor - bringing
new and affordable possibilities for automating production lines.

You can now teach machines to carry out difficult, subjective product inspections, where
you’ve previously needed the experience and knowledge of a human. Tasks such as
inspecting car parts for dents - hard to define but simple to spot for most trained, skilled
operators.

Replicating that ‘human’ learning process, but in a machine

Two big technical developments are making this possible. The first - led primarily by the
video games industry - has been the move by computer manufacturers away from using
traditional Central Processing Units (CPU) towards Graphics Processing Units (GPU). This
means complex deep learning that once took hours can now be done in seconds.

Second, is the launch of more accessible software. You no longer have to be a developer
fluent in code to use deep learning programming tools - a factory engineer can now learn to
use deep learning inspection cameras without having to use a PC.

As a result, deep learning is now unlocking applications that were once considered just too
complicated for anything other than human inspection.

Think about the things you’ve learned to do in your life? Reading, walking, driving - you’ve
learned them all through experience. If you can drive a car, you’ve learned the link between
the steering wheel and the direction that the car travels.



It is these types of learned experiences, applied to manufacturing and logistics
environments, where deep learning is being used in the most exciting ways, allowing us to
replicate that ‘human’ learning process, but in a machine.

And it allows us to start applying those two deep learning processes - surface inspection and
categorisation - to production lines.

Time-served operators train deep learning software, bringing added
value to the factory

It can look for damage, errors or abnormalities on a surface - such as inspection of
paintwork, textiles, printed text or car body parts. Basically any place where you’re either
applying a layer to a surface, or trying to spot any changes or degradation.

And it can carry out complex categorisation - spotting damage on car body panels, detecting
upside down products, removing misshaped foods on fast-moving conveyors. Tasks where
you might currently have a trained, human operator on the line.

Those experienced, time-served operators can now train the deep-learning software - and
oversee it, bringing added value and experience to a factory.

At the moment, deep learning requires training with a series of static images. In time, I’m
sure this will develop into ‘self-learning’ feedback, or learning through experience, with all of
the new manufacturing possibilities that will come with that too.

Cognex In-Line D900 - the future of machine vision

The Cognex in-Sight D900 cameras are the first industrial-grade devices to be powered with
Cognex’s ViDi™ deep learning vision software. This makes them a game-changing product
for automated product inspection.

The In-Sight® D900 can perform a whole range of complex in-line inspection challenges
such as assembly verification, defect detection and optical character recognition - all within a
small standalone camera. This removes the need for high-powered computers and
programming expertise, making AI and deep learning technology extremely accessible and
practical.

Its built-in ViDi™ deep learning software takes machine vision far beyond human or
rules-based image inspection. Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques provide the cameras with
a ‘human-like’ ability to make decisions on what they see.
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Machine vision in manufacturing - taking AI on to the factory floor

The possible applications for the Cognex In-Sight® D900 camera are wide-reaching and
hugely exciting for industries such as automotive, FMCG, packaging, media, logistics and
more. You can now accurately automate subjective measurements and inspections where
previously human intuition and experience was necessary.

The cameras expand the limits of what can be inspected automatically inside the factory,
carrying out the most complex vision inspections quickly and cost-effectively.

Recent machine vision projects

High-speed hot-melt glue pack inspection for global brewing company

● Accurate, high-speed pack inspection at 60 packs per minute
● Inspects hidden glue bead with FLIR thermal camera
● Supporting sustainability targets for plastic reduction.

Improving ‘Print and Apply’ read rates for global ecommerce reader

● Retrofitting high-speed lines with image-based barcode reading
● Read rate accuracy increased to 99.9% and above
● 15 lines retrofitted in parallel across six sites
● Parcels weighed and married and shipping label applied within 200 milliseconds.

Quality control for luxury carmaker

● Advanced machine vision optical cameras for state-of-the-art robotic assembly line
● Supporting the assembly of luxury SUVs for world-famous carmaker
● Preventing downtime that costs carmaker £4k per minute
● System carries out 800+ inspections of 150 components

Find out more

Interested to see how machine vision and deep learning can transform your production?

Get in touch
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